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Abstract 
Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) has been used for 

cultural heritage documentation since its introduction by Tom 
Malzbender in 2001. The technique allows for the recording of 3D 
surface reflectance properties and visualise them as 2D interactive 
images. The method can be used to investigate objects in various 
lighting conditions to enhance small surface changes, to bring out 
cracks, tool marks, scratches, pencil impressions and many more 
features that are not visible to the naked eye. The method is a 
valuable tool when examining coins, writing tablets and 
daguerreotypes, as features such as fine polishing lines, retouches 
and deteriorations can be identified. 

In this paper, an outline of the RTI technique will be given and 
a case study will be provided that encompasses a new processing 
algorithm for RTI that can extract greater levels of information than 
was previously available. 

Introduction  
Raking light has been used for inspecting paintings and objects 

to gather information about the relief and surface topography [1]. 
The effect of low angle light illumination, those that are almost 
parallel to the object surface, create strong shadows that enhance the 
visibility of small topographical changes. The same effect can now 
be digitally recreated through Reflectance Transformation Imaging 
(RTI) and is not limited to specific angles and directions, rather, all 
angles and all directions of the hemispherical space can be included. 
Through the addition of RTI examinations, users have the ability to 
relight an object digitally and the method can enhance the digital 
outputs via filters based on several mathematical algorithms. 

RTI was invented by Tom Malzbender from Hewlett Packard 
Laboratories [2] through the introduction of the mathematical 
algorithm known as Polynomial Texture Mapping (PTM). In this 
first paper, the method was used on archaeological artefacts such as 
writing tablets and funerary statuary. Since then, the method has 
evolved and has been used on a variety of applications, such as in 
forensics [3]; classical text based research [4]; Egyptological 
examinations [5]; numismatics research [6]; community driven 
churchyard documentation projects [7]; rock art engravings [8]; and 
large statues [9], plus many more different archaeological 
assessments. 

The case study that follows focuses on the use of RTI on 
daguerreotypes from  the documentation project conducted in 
collaboration with Estonian Photographic Heritage Society. The aim 
was to document all the known daguerreotypes in Estonia. 

Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) 
RTI is a technique that is based on a set of photographs that are 

taken from the same position, using the same camera settings 
(exposure, white balance, focal point etc). An external light source 
(flash or continuous light that is stronger than the ambient light) is 
used to provide a series of shadows onto an object’s surface and 
these are recorded by the camera that is in a fixed position. The 
position of the light source is important and needs to be set at three 
times the longest length of the recorded object. This light position 
needs to remain at a constant distance throughout the data capture 
and should be moved around the object of interest to cover a “dome 
like” area. In total between 40 and 70 images are recorded in one 
data capture, with each image recording a different light position. 
Through the collection of these images, a number of different 
shadows are recorded, each providing different observations of the 
surface detail. 

These images are then processed and fitted as one interactive 
image which can be digitally manipulated. Importantly, the fitted 
interactive image is not a composite image, rather, each of the 
original photographs are stored within the file and are displayed 
when specific views are requested. The generated results are based 
on a mathematical calculation, where light illuminates the object 
based on the topographical information extracted from the images. 
The lighting calculations are based on each pixel of the images 
captured. Any movement in the camera during the capturing process 
will result in the final data providing incorrect calculations, making 
the data ineffectual. The topographical information that is expressed 
through these calculations are based on the surface normals of the 
images, which the RTI processing software is able to calculate. 
Surface normals are vectors (Figure 1), perpendicular to the surface 
at any given position. This provides three-dimensional shape 
information that is visualised in a two-dimensional space, 
sometimes referred to as being “two-and-a-half dimensional”. 
Within the RTI viewing software, users have the ability to move the 
virtual light-source in any direction from which the topographical 
information is used to visualise the light behaviour and reflections 
on the surface. If the topographical information can be calculated, 
processing of the colour information can be more complicated as the 
RTI output is an estimated chromatic adoption. RTI colour 
information is a fusion of different lighting illumination and 
reflection. In some instances, depending on artefact chromatic 
characteristics, the output can have tonal banding due to the 8-bit 
colour JPEG format that is required in the processing of the RTI file. 
This can result in a lack of colour depth information, especially if 
the tonal values are similar. 
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Figure 1: Normal visualisation. Different colours represent the direction pixel is 

facing.  
Estonian Literary Museum, EKLA A-37:1254 

In order for the RTI software to work correctly, each image 
captured needs to be processed to create these surface normals. This 
is completed in the processing phase within the creation of the RTI 
file, where each relevant light position is calculated per image. The 
location and generation of the light-source used varies depending on 
the RTI method used. This will either be given to the processing 
software via a known light position file or these values will have to 
be calculated when unknown, through an extra step in the 
processing. 

Tools for RTI capture and processing 
One of the benefits of the RTI method is its accessibility. There 

is no need for advanced or expensive equipment as basic 
photography tools can be used. 

Images for RTI can be acquired using two methods. One is to 
use a fixed set of lights, known as a “dome setup” (Figure 2). With 
this method, the lights are in fixed positions and do not change. 
Therefore, the calculation of their positions is not required, as the 
same location information can be used within the RTI processing. 
In other words, each light position is known, and these values can 
be used repeatedly. This method allows for faster capture and 
processing speeds, but requires all objects to be brought to the dome. 
The size of the recorded object is also limited and is defined by the 
size of the dome. 

 

 
Figure 2. RTI dome. Dome produced during ACRG funded RTISAD project set 

up at National Archives, London, UK. Photo by Hembo Pagi 

The second method of capture is known as Highlight RTI (H-
RTI). In this method, the light positions are unknown and need to be 
calculated. In order to generate surface normals, a shiny spherical 
ball is used within the capturing process to create a highlight on the 
spherical surface (Figure 3). This highlight is then extracted in the 
processing software, which uses the highlight spot to determine the 
light-source location based on the curvature of the shiny sphere. As 
a result, only a single light is needed. This method provides 
flexibility in terms of the sizes of objects that can be recorded, 
provided that the light-source is positioned at a distance of at least 
three times the longest length captured. As this method works via a 
camera and a single light-source, areas as large as rock art panels, or 
as small as those under a microscope, can be captured, with the main 
difference in the capture process being the power of the light used. 
The main tools for RTI capture are (Figure 4): 
●     SLR camera 
●     Reflective spheres (snooker ball, ball bearings) 
●     Light-source (flash or continuous) 
●     Piece of string (for keeping the distance) 
●     Colour reference card (optional) 
●     Calibrated meter / ruler (optional) 

  
The processing of the images is completed through open source 

software known as RTI Builder and the results are viewed in the RTI 
Viewer. The software, as well as user and capture guides are 
available from the Cultural Heritage Imaging website [10]. 
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RTI for daguerreotypes 
Daguerreotypes were invented by L.J.M. Daguerre in 1839 and 

were the first publicly available photographic process, being 
regularly used for almost twenty years. Daguerreotypes are made 
from a sheet of silver plated copper that has been polished to a mirror 
finish. These sheets of copper were then treated with fumes that 
made the copper sensitive to light, allowing for an image to be 
recorded based on the available light. These copper plates were then 
treated with a chemical liquid to remove further light sensitivity with 
the results being a delicate and fragile image covered by a protective 
glass enclosure. Without this glass covering, the image could easily 
be damaged and the material recorded could be lost. 

The use of RTI provides conservation specialists with a new 
approach in gathering additional information about the 
daguerreotype processing methods and the condition of these fragile 
artefacts. One such example can be seen in the polishing lines that 
run parallel across the surface of the silvered copper plate and are 
only visible under raking light (Figure 5). With the addition of RTI 
visualisation, the 3D nature of the object is exaggerated, enabling a 
conservator to inspect the surface of the plate more closely. The 
method allows for areas to be zoomed into and detailed views of tool 
marks, hand colouring, hallmarks, tarnish, scratches, biological 
growth, surface dust, and accretions can be viewed. RTI therefore 
makes condition recording more accurate, and can prevent damage 
caused by handling the original object as the method is non-
invasive. 

There are however, many problems when capturing 
daguerreotypes. Daguerreotypes are reflective in nature and are 
more likely to record reflections of ambient light that are normally 
removed during the capture process. The addition of a protective 
glass covering, which can include scratches and dust, makes the 
recording process more difficult due to the addition of further 
reflective qualities, as well as the introduction of unwanted 
shadowing. As the surface detail is reflective, extra care must be 
given during the recording procedure to verify that no external light-
source (such as ceiling lights), other than the one intended, is 
captured within the data. Great care must also be taken when setting 
the camera up for recording, as the majority of the ambient light can 
be removed by changing the aperture of the camera, or the value of 
the image sensitivity. Removing as much ambient light as possible 
prevents the processing software from including unwanted material 
in the final RTI file. The inclusion of these extra reflective features 
may produce erroneous data in the final results, and could invalidate 
any interpretations made. 

As a possible solution to this reflective issue, Webb and 
Wachowiak [11] used a homemade snoot to decrease the amount of 
reflections recorded (Figure 3) within the photographs. The 
inclusion of the snoot resulted in covering the surface detail that is 
required within a RTI dataset and this method is not appropriate. 
Rather, to move away from using added material, with an already 
difficult to capture object, a series of low angled light position 
photographs were taken as these produce the strongest surface 
shadow features. Capturing these low angled light positions also 
remove the majority of the reflection issues discussed, as these are 
only evident when higher light angled photographs are taken. As 
such, the capturing process used within this investigation focused on 
creating the least amount of flare and reflection, with only the best 
angled photographs used with the generation of the RTI dataset. 

 
Figure 3. Flash reflection on the glass covering the daguerreotype. Estonian 

Literary Museum, EKLA A-37:1254 

 
Figure 4. RTI capture in action. External flash is used as light source. Photo 

by Vahur Puik 

 
Figure 5. Raking light from the top to bring out polishing lines.  
Estonian Literary Museum, EKLA A-37:1254 
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Figure 6. Close up view in “Specular enhancement” mode in RTI Viewer.  
Estonian Literary Museum, EKLA A-37:1254 

 
Figure 7. Magnified Normals Visualization. The image shows that the 

daguerreotype is curved.  
Estonian Literary Museum, EKLA B-37:1478 

RTI Algorithms 
After creating the RTI dataset, a number of algorithms were 

used to digitally relight the daguerreotypes to enhance the features 
found. These included diffuse gain, specular enhancement (Figure 
6), and coefficient unsharp masking. Each algorithmic rendering 
mode provided new insights into the features found, with the focus 
of examination based on the identification of dents, scratches, 
polishing lines, accretions, signs of hand colouring and previous 
cleaning. 

Further to the usual rendering modes used within RTI 
examinations, an additional algorithm was used that extended the 
Normals Visualisation by adding a magnification factor to each of 
the colours assigned to the surface normal vector components. This 
allowed for the data to be amplified, and enabled small changes in 
the position of the surface normal vectors across the whole image to 
be viewed. As an additional feature using this process, curve profiles 
across the image (Figure 7) can be extracted, therefore providing a 
valuable tool in understanding the flatness of the daguerreotypes 
below the glass covering. 

If a daguerreotype contains features that have a surface normal 
deflection that are very small in comparison to the curve profile, the 
magnification of the curve profile will unfortunately obscure any 
identification of these features. To compensate for this, a 
mathematical projection which digitally removes the curve profile 
can be applied, whilst at the same time leaving the features for 
analysis (Figure 8). This process is completed by selecting a radius 
which is significantly larger than the size of the features analysed, 
but still small enough that this covers a single curve, should there be 
multiple intersecting curves. For each pixel, calculations of a local 
average surface normal for that point, based on the surface normals 
within the overall given radius, are produced. These results are then 
projected by adjusting the pixel’s surface normal by a correction 
factor obtained from comparing the calculated local average normal 
with the value of a given axis. This creates a layering approach 
whereby the magnified normals visualisation results are enhanced 
with different amplified colour channels. As a result, the resulting 
projection significantly improves the signal-to-noise ratio, and 
signifies that the feature magnification can be significantly 
improved. This feature magnification enhancement is beneficial in 
daguerreotype analysis, as enhancing the normal visualisations 
enables greater control over how minute and subtle surface features, 
which would normally be missed during normal RTI investigation, 
can be shown. 

As daguerreotypes are reasonably flat with fine features, 
magnifying the surface normals brings out the highest resolution. 
On objects which have a greater depth, or have more heavily defined 
features, applying this projection to a specular enhancement or 
deriving the slopes of the vector normals can also produce results 
that are of benefit (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8: Projected Normals Visualization.  
Estonian Literary Museum, EKLA B-37:1478 

 
Figure 9: Projected Normals Visualization (L) and Derivative (R) .  
Private collection, Indrek Ilomets 

Conclusion 
RTI, as shown in the case study of the Estonian daguerreotype 

documentation project, is a way to interactively visualise the surface 
of the daguerreotype to bring out very small surface details, such as 
scratches and polishing lines which run parallel across the surface. 
The method is accessible and easy to use, and with enhanced 
algorithms now being produced to identify new features, RTI 
provides new scope within conservation practices of 
daguerreotypes. 
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